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Notes, Tips & Tricks:

• Read through the entire pattern before starting!

• Sulky 8-1/2-Inch by 11-Inch Printable Sticky 
Fabri-Solvy Stabilizer (available in my Etsy 
Store!) has a self-adhesive backing, you print the 
pattern directly onto the sheets, cut out the pattern 
pieces and stick onto your felt.  After embroidery 
you simply wash it away with water!

• Wool-blend felt - I retail felt, in addition 
there is Benzie Design, Canadian Felt Shop, 
Gingermelon, My Felt Lady..lots of options here!

• I use a glue gun for all of my gluing - it goes 
faster and gives a really secure hold.  The only 
thing is it’s incredibly hard to sew through an area 
that’s been hot glued, so keep this in mind when 
you’re working.  If you need to go back and do 
stitching in an area after gluing, try to keep the 
glue away from where you plan to stitch!

• If you’re more comfortable, use Tacky Glue 
instead!

• I use cotton, soft bristle pipe cleaners.  You want 
real pipe cleaners, not chenille stems. They are 
sturdier and less fluffy for the body armature.

• If you have any problems navigating the pattern 
or have any construction or material questions, 
please contact me over Etsy and I’ll be happy to 
help!

You will need:

• one sheet printable sulky fabri-solvy
• wool blend felt*
• matching and contrasting DMC floss for the 

felt*
• Diamant metallic embroidery floss or light 

effects floss in a complementary colour*
• Beads and sequins in complementary colours*
• 6” Pipe cleaners x 5
• 25mm unfinished wooden bead
• black, red and brown Sakura gelly pens (or fine 

markers that won’t bleed)
• a fine white paint pen and eye colour pen (I 

used a green)
• a light pink pencil crayon
• stuffing/polyfil
• makeup blush (for cheeks)
• glue gun
• tacky glue
• beading and embroidery needles
• for the sign, 2 popsicle sticks, brown shoe 

polish
• spanish moss (inside the Easter Basket)
• wire cutters or something to cut the popsicle 

sticks
• extra small wool pom to match the body colour 

(approximately 1.5cm or 1/2 inch wide)

* See next page for colour breakdown details

Making the Stand?  You will need:
• 3/16 diameter dowel by 12” long, wood slice 

approx 4” in diameter, moss
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I retail wool-blend felt in my shop!  
My color names are listed below.

Bunny in Yellow

Hat, Outer Ears, Arms and Body
Butter wool blend felt
DMC 3078 (yellow)
DMC 3706 (pink)
DMC 3836 (purple)
DMC 502 (blue-green)
4mm flat seafoam sequins 
11/0 transparent coral seed beads

Slippers
pea soup wool blend felt
blush wool blend felt (inner ears)
DMC blanc
DMC 950 (light pink-peach)
DMC 471 (green)
11/0 opaque black seed beads

Carrots
butternut woold blend felt
pea soup wool blend felt
DMC 742 (orange)

Easter Basket

Thistle wool blend felt
DMC 3836 (purple)
DMC 3078 (yellow)

Inner Ears, Mittens, Legs
Rose wool blend felt
DMC 3733 (rose)

Bunny in Eggshell

Hat, Outer Ears, Arms and Body
Opal wool blend felt
DMC 27
DMC 3706 (pink)
DMC 3836 (purple)
DMC 502 (blue-green)
4mm flat mauve sequins 
11/0 transparent coral seed beads
11/0 transparent spring green seed 
beads
11/0 iridescent white seed beads

Slippers
cloud grey wool blend felt
blush wool blend felt (inner ears)
DMC blanc
DMC 950 (light pink-peach)
DMC 415 (grey)
11/0 opaque black seed beads

Carrots
intense orange wool blend 
felt
pea soup wool blend felt
DMC 947 (orange)

Easter Basket
Rose wool blend felt
DMC DMC 3733 (rose)
DMC 471 (green)

Inner Ears, Mittens
blush wool blend felt
DMC 950 (blush)

Legs
pea soup wool blend felt
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Before starting, you need to pre-shrink your felt!  
All you need to do is soak the felt in cold water and 
either hang it to dry or set it flat on towels.  Don’t 
wring it or you will end up with misshapen, wrinkly 
felt!  Also I always shrink my lightest colors first 
and work towards dark colors in the water, you will 
see sometimes dye still comes out of the felt!
 
 After downloading the PDF, you need to print the 
pattern sheet at ACTUAL SIZE on the solvy paper.

I would do a test print on regular paper first, 
measure the measure bar I’ve included on the 
first pattern sheet to ensure you are printing to the 
correct scale.  Then print the pattern onto the solvy.  

Right, lets get going!

Roughly cut around pattern pieces, leaving 
approximately 1/4” if not more around each.  Peel 
and stick each piece with its corresponding felt 
color.  For the pieces that don’t have embroidery, 
you can go ahead and cut them out along the solid 
outer line.

For the basket bottom piece cut out of cardboard, 
after cutting out  you do not need to remove the 
sulky, it will get covered up.

For the remaining pieces with embroidery:

• use two strands of DMC floss for general 
embroidery and whipstitching.  Also for 
securing the beads and sequins.

• use four strands of floss for the satin stitch of 
the noses on the bunny slippers

• use single strand of DMC metallic light effects 
floss, OR diamant which already comes single 
strand

• AFTER the embroidery is complete, you can 
cut the pieces out along their outer solid lines.

• To remove the sulky, for the pieces not 
embroidered you can just peel it off

Embroidery Details:

The Body
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Hat

this piece gets a lazy daisy stitch around.  Not 
sure how to make one?  Just google it, there 
are LOTS of online videos and if you’re not 
comfortable with trying it, you can substitute a 
backstitch!

Basket Sides

this piece gets a very simple running stitch.

Carrots

these gets a backstitch.

Bunny Slippers

The little bunnies get black seed beads for the 
eyes, and a satin stitch to form the nose using 4 
strands of floss.  The mouth is a tiny backstitch.

To make the whiskers, use 2 strands of white floss 
strung on a needle.  Enter through each whisker 
dot from back to front and pull your thread 
through.  Cut the whisker about 1cm long (these 
will get trimmed up later).  Continue adding the 
rest of the whiskers.

When you’re done, to SECURE the whiskers, use 
some hot glue on the back where the knots are 
to keep them held in place.  I like hot glue here 
because I know it won’t dissolve when you soak 
out the solvy!
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The embroidered pieces can all be cut out along 
the outer lines and are now ready for soaking 
in water  for five minutes to dissolve the solvy 
layer.  Gently rub the stitches to get any residual 
sulky goo off the pieces.  Lay them flat to dry on a 
towel.  When these pieces are fully dried, you can 
move on! 

Hat

There are three spots that need stitching here, the 
two little cutouts at the front and the big swoop 
in the back.  They all get whip stitched in order to 
form the hat.

Ears

Tack the Ear Inners to outers using a bit of glue, 
then whipstitch around the outer edge of the Ear 
Inners.

Cut two pieces of pipe cleaner 1 1/4” long for the 
ears.  Cut all the fuzzy hair off so you’re left with 
two tiny wires.

Glue the pipe cleaners to the Ear backs.  Then 
sandwich the wire between the Ear fronts and 
backs.  Whipstitch around the outer edges of the 
ears.

Form the Body Armature:

Take a 6” pipe cleaner and fold one end down 
10mm, maintain an 85mm long center section, 
and fold the remaining pipe cleaner up as shown:

85mm

10mm
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Take another 6” pipe cleaner and cut a piece of 
your leg felt 1/4” x 9”.  Wrap the pipe cleaner 
with the felt, gluing as you go until the whole pipe 
cleaner is covered in felt.

Bend that felt covered pipe cleaner in half, and set 
it at the bend in your body wire.

Take the long tail piece of body pipe cleaner and 
twist it around the 85mm section to help secure the 
legs in place.

Finally, bend the bottoms of the felt covered pipe 
cleaner 20mm to create feet.

Egg Body

Taking your Body Segments, whip stitch them 
together, matching the embroidery in the round 
from piece to piece.
When you get to the last segment, only stitch the 
upper half on both sides so you end up with two 
bottom flaps, this will make it easier to stuff!

Take your body wire and stick it in the Egg Body, 
with the “neck” poking out the top opening.

Trying to keep the body armature more or less 
centered in the Egg Body, start stuffing around it.

When you have a good amount of stuffing in there, 
continue whipstitching the two sections of Egg you 
had only stitched halfway to finish the body shape.  
You will still have a little opening at the bottom 
where the legs stick through.
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Working on the Head

Taking your wooden bead, position it so the center 
hole is aligned up and down.  Find a side of the 
bead that has up and down running stripes.  Lightly 
pencil on two lines, a center line on the bead, and a 
second line about 1/8” above that line.an Up/Down 
center line to help line up things up as you go.

Bunny Arms and Hands

Cut one of the 6” long pipe cleaners to 5” long.  
Trim 1/4” of fluff off both ends, exposing the 
wire.

Wrap around the untrimmed part with a 1/4” wide 
piece of felt by 9”.   Glue and wrap and as you go, 
slightly overlap the felt. Cut off the excess.  

Glue on one half of the mittens on either end, mak-
ing sure the wrapped part extends into the mitten by 
1/4”, and they are oriented as shown. 

 Cover with the other mitten, start to whipstitch 
aroud. 

center-line

U/D line

Using the lines as guides, draw in two big eyes, a 
mouth and two cheek lines as shown.  Eyes are ap-
prox 4mm wide, spaced 4mm apart.

The eyes are about 3mm at the tallest 
point.  I draw all of this on very lightly 
with pencil.  When I’m happy with the 
outlines, I gently erase my U/D and 
center-lines.

Take your fine paint marker, and 
colour in the whites of the eye.  Make 
sure to let the markers and paints dry 
in between applications!

Next, colour in the iris’s using your eye 
colour marker.

Using your fine black marker, colour 
in small pupils, outline the eyes either 
just the top, or the top and bottom, 
and give tiny eye lashes.
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Take your red marker, colour in the 
mouth, and then use the pink pencil 
crayon to give some definition to the 
lower cheeks.

Use your brown marker to colour in 
the eyebrows.  I freehand these but if 
you’re not comfortable, you can draw 
in guidelines using a pencil first!

The final step is to take some blush 
and use your pinky finger and rub 
some on the cheeks in a circular 
fashion.  
*You can add freckles too!  VERY 
lightly dot the cheeks with your brown 
marker.

Once the head is complete, you can glue the hat on 
top!  Once I have the hat positioned how I want it, I 
add a couple of drops of hot glue to hold it in place.

The next step is to glue the head onto the pipe 
cleaner neck.  It’s a large hole in the head to the 
pipe cleaner diameter, but glue will hold it on, no 
problem!

Once the head is on, you can take the hat wings 
across his little chin and glue them in place.

I like to stitch the ears in place.  They get 
whipstitched to the hat just rearward of where those 
two front cutouts end.  Then you can glue the arms 
in place at the back of the neck.  I just add a spot 
of glue at the base of the neck to hold the arms in 
place.

Moving onto the Carrots

For the carrots, fold them in half, lining up the 
embroidery as well as you can, and whip stitch up 
the side, adding a little bit of stuffing as you go (you 
won’t be able to fit much in!)

Take the little greenery pieces and add a drop of 
glue in the top of the carrot, poke the greenery in so 
it sticks out.

Put a spot of glue on one of the carrots partway up 
and stick the other carrot to it, creating a sort of 
carrot bundle.
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Finishing the Bunny Slippers

The Bunny Slippers involve some tiny parts, beware!

First lay out your bunny ear inners and outers.  Take 
the tiniest drop of glue to attach the inners to the 
outers.

Next take the slipper soles and the tops with the 
bunny faces.  Line up the tops to the slipper soles, 
starting halfway up.  Whipstitch around the edge to 
create little slip-on style slippers.

Finally, trim up those 
whiskers!  If you want 
to stiffen the whiskers 
a bit to keep their 
shape, you can take 
some white glue on 
your fingers and rub it 
along the floss, it will 
stiffen as it dries.

Easter Basket

Take your little cardboard substrate, glue it to one of 
the basket bottom felt pieces and glue the other felt 
piece on top so the cardboard is sandwiched in be-
tween.  Whip stitch around.

Take the basket side piece and whip stitch the sides 
together to create the basket shape.

Whip stitch the basket bottom to the basket side piece 
as shown above.

To make the basket handle, cut a 
piece of pipe cleaner 3.5” long.  
Trim all the fluff off so you’re left 
with just the wire.

Using a 1/4”x 9” piece of felt, glue 
and wrap the handle the same as 
you did the arms and legs.
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Last but not Least!

Your Whimsical Bunny would not be complete 
without a little cotton tail!

In this case it’s a wool pom tail but who’s gonna 
notice??

I like to locate the pom so it’s sitting directly at the 
center back, at where you last zig zag stitch runs 
across.

The shoes can also go on at this point.  I add a drop of 
glue to the bottom of the feet and slip the shoes on, no 
big fuss.

Fold the handle into a U shape, and glue the ends to 
either end of the basket from the inside. Tuck the carrot bunch in his elbow, and the basket 

in the other hand.  Add a bit of glue to hold these in 
place if you would like.

Build The Sign and Stand

If you already have a stand built for these Whimsical 
Characters, you can use that.

Take the  3/16” wooden dowel and cut it down into 
two 3.5” lengths (I just use wire cutters for this).

Center and space them apart on the wood slice, about 
1.5”.  Use a good amount of hot glue to secure them in 
place.

1.5”
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Finish off the stand with gluing a small amount of 
moss around the bases of the dowels.

Finish off the stand with gluing a small amount of 
moss around the bases of the dowels.

To prep the bunny to fit over one of the dowels, 
take a knitting needle, or a pencil, or something 
equivalent that has a point at one end that can help 
break an opening through the stuffing.  You can 
keep testing the bunny on the stand to make sure he 
fits sturdily on one of the posts.  He IS shorter than 
Whimsical Santa and Tabitha, so he may not stand 
right on the wood slice!

To make the sign, cut your popsicle sticks about 
2” in length and you need three of them.  I just use 
wire cutters for this or a cheap pair of scissors.

Using hot glue along the long sides, glue the three 
pieces of sticks to each other to make a sign.

Cut two short pieces of popcicle stick about 1” in 
length and glue them to the back of the sign to help 
reinforce the sign.

Take your brown shoe polish and 
an old rag and rub all over the 
sign (both sides!) to “stain” it.

Write Easter Egg Hunt on the 
sign, along with an arrow (or 
whatever you’d like to write!) I 
used a sharpie marker.  I had to 
go over it twice because of the 
grease from the shoe polish, so a 
black paint pen may work better, 
or equivalent.

In order to mount the sign onto 
the wooden stand, take a small 
piece of scrap felt, about 1x2cm 
in size.  Glue it to the back of 
the sign, at the side where you 
want to attach it to the pole - see 
the next photo.
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Congratulations!

I hope you enjoyed constructing Whimsical 
Bunny, an Easter Ornament.

Please visit my Etsy store for other patterns 
and craft related merchandise!

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
• This pattern is the creative property of Tina 

Logassi and has been copyrighted.
• As a courtesy, if you are selling the finished 

product, please extend creative credit to Tina 
Logassi of Prim Heirloom Designs.

• Finished products may be sold through local 
craft shows, on personal websites, however 
finished products may not be mass produced 
in any way without consent of designer.

• Pattern may not be duplicated for sharing 
purposes.  If you want to produce items from 
this pattern, you must purchase the pattern.  
It’s an incredible amount of design work that 
goes into making a pattern, please respect that!

• Pattern may not be duplicated in whole or 
in part for re-selling purposes under any 
circumstances.

• If in doubt, please contact me.

this is the side to 
glue the felt.  Your 
essentially making 
a sleeve on the 
backside that slips 
over the dowel.

By gluing that piece of felt into a circle 
that holds the dowel, you will make a 
“sleeve” with the felt that will slide over 
the dowel.

Double check it for fit, you can even 
take a scrap piece of dowel to get it the 
perfect diameter to slide over.
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